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Assurex Global (www.assurexglobal.com) is the world’s largest privately-held 
property and casualty insurance, risk management, and employee benefits brokerage 
group. The company operates as an exclusive partnership, supported by 100 of the 
most respected and successful global insurance broker members. 

Independent Firms
All Assurex Global Partners are independently owned and therefore entrepreneurial in their approach to service their clients.     

  Decisions get made. Responsiveness is a core value. We are free to act in your best interest; we make it work for you.

ADVANTAGE GAINED
Benefits of Working with an Assurex Global Partner

Gain the Strategic Advantage
When you engage with an Assurex Global Partner, be assured that you are 

working with a best-in-class insurance firm that has met the high standards and 

quality we demand from our Partners. We make the connections, across the land 

and water,  for our Partners and industry leaders. Our Partners can provide risk 

management, business commercial insurance, employee benefits coverage, and 

private insurance, for any industry or company located anywhere in the world.

Why Engage with a Partner? 

Service Locally. Reach Globally
With our worldwide Partnership, collaboration tools, and communications infrastructure, all Assurex Global Partners are 
capable of servicing your accounts across the globe with equal precision and localized service.

The simple fact is that clients 
and carriers prefer to work 
with Assurex Global Partners. 
The industry’s leading carriers 
provide Assurex Global Partners 
the same terms (or better) 
than the large publicly-traded 
brokers. Our clout translates into 
more comprehensive coverages 
and more attractive insurance 
coverage for our clients — 
anywhere in the world.

Connected for your Benefit
 Due to its collective bargaining power and 60+ year history with carriers and industry influencers, you receive the 
benefits of cost-efficient pricing and best fit product offerings from an Assurex Global Partner firm.

Access to a Team of Experts
 When you team with an Assurex Global Partner, you not only get access to its specialized expertise but also that of all 
experts within 100+ Partners worldwide. There is no problem we cannot solve collectively. 


